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each year on the third Monday of January is American Martin Ruud King (Martin Luther King, Jr.) on the anniversary of the country,
there will be many celebrations in honor of the human rights fighter Made in the past for human rights, peace, most of the NBA players
will wear in the MLK Day special edition color match to response. This Jordan Brand's contract for special players to prepare a
series of MLK Day PE, including Jordan CP3.VII, Jordan Super.Fly 2 and two Air Jordan XX8 SE, BHM and Nike 2014 color with the
same theme color purple / Black / gold to show, show the SPORT king of ROYALTY, is unfortunately this series of four pairs of shoes
belong to the player version, the future will not be publicly available. 
Jordan CP3.VII 

from the streets of Losangeles brand STAMPD again to launch the latest shoes and Puma in with the minimalist tonality inherited
under Blaze Glory lineage of, design with adhesive Velcro bandage to replace the original system and the use of lace, smooth leather
and mesh fabric construction of the shoe body, monochromatic system presentation is complete to highlight the shoe body level
sense. Both white and black models are on sale at designated online stores and are priced at $135. 

source: Sneakernews

when his favorite player takes off his shirt from the NBA, what can we do to get back in time except the old pictures and pictures that
can be repeated? Engraved part of shoes to meet the demand of the fans, based on a lot of memories and feelings, Retro version of
the shoes are mostly Abstract spiritual compensation, also we can through the specific physical links in the past. 

adidas T-Mac 5 re engraved in 2015, with the year's limited platinum as the starting line, followed by ushered in 'All Star' and 'Black
and Red'. The red color is obliged to mention the year Tracy McGrady in Dallas center on dunk action, for many people are
impressed, T-Mac also for the debut of the 5 veil. 
5 
T-Mac Retro 'Black and Red' and the original details vary, like the Tracy McGrady signature tongue, but overall still maintain the
outline of the year, to love the T-Mac survey shoe is undoubtedly good news. 

source: Sole Collector

in this year is about to end, followed by 2014 is a new beginning, last week, Nike official also released the 2014 Air Max series of the
latest Nike Air Max 2014, the body of the shoe using lightweight breathable mesh upper Engineered Mesh function to create, the
fabric and the past compared to more breathable cloth and have more flexibility, good softness, while Air and Max cushion soles
were redesigned and the evolution of professional data Nike designers comprehensive comments and Nike motion research
laboratory runner provides a new idea, Gewen muffin shaped outer bottom (earlier to introduce the Nike Flyknit Air Max is also
equipped with the same), the outsole outsole is not only lighter and has significantly improved dexterity and grip, is quite looking
forward to! Nike Air Max 2014 will be launched in December 4th this year, NIKEiD will be the first line in November 18th to provide
customized services, more relevant information, continue to pay attention to the respondents reported. Photograph: NIKE .

website Nice Kicks in the previous foreign shoes special for everyone to share two pairs of James Harden exclusive Adidas
Crazylight Boost 2.5 player version of the style, are 'Home' and 'Away', to introduce the protagonist of this is the beard I have used in
the previous match in the 'Clutch City'. Clutch the word itself represents the key to winning, Italy, Houston's first championship in the
1993~1994 season, when the intense fighting championship in team history has become one of the unforgettable memories, at that
time the team will have another named Clutch City said don't back, also known as the toughness city. 

these small individual think, also can be regarded as second away version, the whole through highly recognizable red and yellow
collocation as main visual tone, also happen to echo the Rockets retro color. Among them, hidden in front of the shoes, Primeknit
fabric under the three lines mark, let a person fully feel the designer delicate technique, each with three pairs of players version of the
line set out the picture is really pleasing to the eye. 

source: Nice Kicks

in today's Christmas contest you don't know which players look forward to most Christmas color shoes shoes? Miami? Dwyane?
Wade also show his endorsement of Lining shoes if Christmas color, color is red and the gaudy high-profile, let a person think of



Christmas lollipop, the other is a pretty the traditional Christmas standard color, you can have a good look at the Christmas War
jiqiangkaida when? Dwyane? Wade with real performance. 

source: counterkicks
?

Wood and Adidas Wood Danish clothing brand Consortium Ultra Boost (joint shoes reports) Taiwan area this weekend (2/27) will be
sold to a specific store, we have now released prospecting shoe finishing selling dealer link in the Facebook way, the actual selling
way and the place to store transaction mechanism please announcement. 

JUICE - Taipei

source: Highsnobiety 

Japan outdoor clothing brand White Mountaineering and Adidas Originals joint series has recently captured the layout, the
cooperation between the two sides gradually have their own tonality with time of fermentation, sui generis characteristics is attractive
for joint elements, personally think it is quite worthy of attention in recent years as one of the series. This spring and summer shoes in
the design thinking of White Mountaineering, continue to always simple neat, through the use of color, materials and details of the
changes made from adidas shoes to swing originally a strong sporty atmosphere, a different washing chain will sense between
leisure and dress collocation, bring a high degree of the. 

adidas Originals by White Mountaineering spring 2017 joint part series shoes Taiwan today has to store information specific point of
sale, interested can refer to the station listed shoe prospecting report of. 

adidas, Originals, by, White, Mountaineering, NMD_R2, PK

adidas, Originals, by, White, Mountaineering, EQT, Support, Future

adidas, Originals, by, White, Mountaineering, WM, ADV, Sandal

source: Hypebeast
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